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FOREIGN PH.= COMUNICATION Di-AMA.S: HOW

IATED RHETORIC PLAYED IN PEORIA IN CAViTAIGN '76

In 1972 Ernest G. Bormann set forth a dramatistic communication

theory.1 The starting point for his theory is not the speaker, the

audience, the chpn-lel, nor the situation, but the message. To II-11r,, the

messae is dramatistic in form, filled with heroes, villains, scenarios,

and scenes. Bormann argued that large groups of people get caught up

in shared symbolic dramas or visions and that since the meaning, Emotion,

and motive for action are contained in the drama, the object of study is

not the people but the message.

The utility of using Pormann's theory as a lens for describing,

interpreting, and evaluating rhetorical discourse has been demonstrated

by a number of scholarly works. Bormann applied his theory to the Eag)-e-

ton Affair, Kidd to interpersonal communication in Popular media, ITnsley

to religious rhetoric, Cragan to radical Indian rhetoric, and Bantz to

the rhetoric of network news.- However, the major concepts and structure

of the theory have yet to receive empirical verification. In the absence

of empirical objectivity, the Possibility exists that the reconstructed

visions are merely the product of the filtering Process of the critic's

mind. As Iqith any fi1te3., some elements pass throu. .Dthers remain-

excluded. The result mav be highly artistic and creative. Yet, the

objecti'.ity of the reconstruction may be dependent on the bias of the

filter and not-the form of the object. Indeed., the possibility exists

t.)



r=,constrniction of a commanicetion drama is more a

product of the.critic's adnd than the social reality of the collecti-

vity -seing studied.

Conseauentiv, in 1971!., Donald C. Shield3conducted research

that demonstrated the feasibility of validatinc- Bonnann's dramatistl-

communication theory.- Using William Stephenson's Q-Methodolo,zy and

N. Van Tubergen's Quanal Program for Q-type factor analysis, Shields

took one of the theory's concepts .(heroic personae) and vc,lidated

Nevertheless, the basic task of grounding the dramatirtic theory remained.

In order to provide empirical confirmation that people'framedreality and

cognitively assimilated events in dramatistic form,,rich rhetorical

dramas in comtetition with one another were reauired. John F..Cragan's

reconstruction of American .foreign policy dramas (Cold War, Neo-Isola-

tionism, and Power Politics) that appeared in the media betereen 1946 and

1972 identified the competing dramatic- viions needed for validating the

theory's major concepts and structure.5-

To.us, the three foreign policy dramas combined with Q-Mothodology

and Q-type factor analysis provided a mechanism for designing a study

to ground Bormann's communcation theory, while at the same time creating

a rich descriptive frame for analyzing American foreign Policy mediated

messages.

In light of our concerns as communication theorists and consid-

ering our pragmatic rhetorical interests in the political rhetoric of

Campaign '76, a useful auestion for us to ask was, "How do American for-

eign policy mediated messages play in Peoria? in addition to provid-

ing a literal answer to this question, we hoped our research would shed

light on two additional questions (1) Do -People process foreign policy
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mediated messages dramatist_cally? and (2) Is public otinicn data

gathered in a rhetorical form v4a a small sample research technioue

useful in politcal caMPaigns?

Procedure

In doing a field study to discern whether the foreign policy

dramatizations that Occur ih the media also exist in the heads of Peor-

ians, we first built a structured CI-sort data-matrix derived from the

foreign policy discussions in the media from :Tanuary to July, 1976 with

the structure ofthe dramas coming from Cragan's analysis of American

foreign policy rhetoric from 1946-197.7

The top of the structured matrix (doltLims) contains three arche-

typal foreign policy dramas: aola War, Neo-Isolationism, and Power Poll-

Cragan argued in his initial research that the Cold War drama is

a vision that portrays the international scene as a struggle between the

free world and communism. In this drama, America's role is to defend

the free world from communist aggression. The Neo-Isolationism drama

depicts a world in which the United States cannot be the policeman of

all conflicts. America's role in this vision is to provide the world

with an example through the great experience of democracy, but America

should not impose-our system on other people. .::ason must replace force

or we will perish. The Power PolitiOs'drama describes a world in which

a balance of power among the major nations must be stabilized and man-

aged. America's role in this vision is to Provide world stability through

the diplomatic successes of its statesmen, who use a combination of mil-

itary power and negotiation to maintain world order.
8

The side of the structured matrix (rows) includes elements of the

5



drp-mPtic structure, dramatic situations, and issue scenarios. We

selected the cateories for the stde of the matrik throurzh the use of

an intuitive strategy that led us to ex,71ille more than 150 +',D7-..ign

policy articles cited in the Reader's Guide for the period January to

July, 1976. The items, selected from content appearing in the media,

Provided representatiVe dramatizai:ions of here-and-now.forein oOlicy

phenomena proportionately across the three t'frnr1..s.9 Thus, built

twenty Q-cards for each drnmp producing a sixty-item structured Q-dec.K.1C

The foreic-ri policy matrix appears as Table I.

-
LInsert Table I Her]

Late in July, 1976, we conducted a pilot study involving thirty

Illinois State University students. The students sorted the dramatiza-

tions on a forced choice continuum from most reflective to least reflec-

tive of their view of U.S. involvement in foreign affairs. Our sixty-

item forced distribu6on was 2-3-6-11-16-11-6-3-2 for a nine-category

sort.11 The administration of the pilot study indicated that the sixty

items could be sorted and recorded in under sixty minutes and that two

researchers were needed to conveniently administer the Q-sort to groups

of ten to fifteen respondents.

The structured Q-deck provided the observations about American

foreign policy when considered from the perspective of Q-type factor

analysis. Two different sets of thirty Peorians constituted the variables

in the s tu dy.
12

Peorians were selected to participate in the study by

the Peoria Chamber of Commerce. The subjects in each group represented

the key demographic variables of urbanized Peoria; i.e., sex, education,

occupation, and income. The data was gathered in Peoria on AuRust 11 and
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The use of the two grouPs of thirty Peorians trovided a simPle

desi2:n consideration to enable a determination of the construct valid-

ity of the Q-analysis factor tyres by comparing the factor solutions and

the derived Q-arrays from the sorting behavior of the two grouts. Data

was factor analyzed by means of Iub-ergen's Quanal Pro-gram for Q-analysis,

pro,lid-ing the PrinciPal Components Solution with Varimax rotation to

simple structure and a Weighted Rotational Analytical Procedure that

ranked dramatizations for each factor by means of descending z-scores.

Haw the Mediated Messages Played

Factor analysis of our data Provided a composite Picture des-

cribing haw foreign policy mediated messazres Played in Peoria and graph-

ically illustrated the interplay between the three foreign policy dramas.

In general, the computer analysis revealed that the dominant drama in

the minds of Peorians is Power Politics. Peorians clustered about this

drama as the major factor-type. The second largest factor-type presented

the Cold War drama, but those loading on this factor tyre were polarized.

As manY respondents rejected the Cold War drama as accepted it. Neo-

Isolationism played to some extent but the factor-type that resembled

it WE,5 very small and somewhat diffused.

Specifically, the factor analyses of the two sets of Peorians

produced Principal Components solutions accounting for 52.4 percent and

51.0 percent of the total variance in sorting behavior. Both solutions

included six factors and the three Major factors in each solution ac-

counted for 76.6 percent and 74.3 percent respeOtively of the variance

within each six factor Solution.

7
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The "Pcto7' type =ccountirc- for mo'-e than 30 tercent of the vari-

ance in Peorian's sortinz behavior in both i'aotor solutions was Power

7-7-olitics. The view of foreiza Policy mediated nessazes reflective of

nersons who loaded highest on the 7ower Politics tyne is renorted in

Table II. Table II contains the fifteen cards most reflective of the

view of forei^7-1 affairs of the neoPle loading hirYtest on this factor

and the fifteen cards least reflective of the view of foreic-n affairs

0-F" the -o=onle loadin,z highest on this factor.

Linsert Table i Herel

Clearly, the sorting behavior represented by the data in Table

II inc7!iates that this factor-type is accurately labeled.Power Politics.

The ton two messages in the typal array for this factor denict the

,dramatic scene and drRmatic herD of Ptwer Politics. Those messages read

resnectively: Today's international scene is one in which the major

Powers have reached military carinatwe must do is manage and sta-

bilize our relationship with each other and maintain the balance of power.

In a nuclear age we cannot rscape the responsibility to build a safe fu-

ture through wise diplomacy; and America's major role in foreign affairs

is to provide world stability through the diplomatic auccesses of its

statesmen who use a combination of military power and negotiation to

maintain world order.

Henry Kissinger is the player enacting the heroic role within

today's Power Politics drama. It therefore follows that he and his poli-

cies should receive at least token support by Peorians ;participating in

the Power Politics drma. A4s can be .seen from Table II, Henry Kissinger

is applauded Politely (ranked twelfth) as his policies receive a standing

8



oyation. -,;1_ 7- 4. 2,- a:nd7.--t,=nte is rankzd third. _

Arms Contv-ol is ,*0r1?red

The 7-311?ir of the Power Politics drama is basically the unin-

formed emotional citizenry that either crusades to --.21.T.e th= wo,-ld safe

for democracy or retreats into isolationism. So,- it is not surorising

that Peorians Participating in this drama would reject wfth eoual vigor

elements of the Cold War drama and the Neo-IsolPtionict

data in Table II supports this kind of behavior. 7or exple, Peorians

loading highest on the Power Politics factor rejected an American hero

who is the defender of the free meoples Of the world and at the same

time rejected the Neo-Isolationist position on dismantling the CIA. A

typical Cold War situation card that the Power Politics type rejected is

the one pertaining to Panama. It reads: The Panama Canal Zoneois not

a colonial possession. It is sovereign U.S. Territory, every bit the

same as Alaska and all the States that were carved from the Louisiana

Purchase. The U.S. has no obligation to relinquish the Canal Zone to

Panama.

The data in Table II indicates that Peorians loading highest on

this Power Politics factor-type did not strongly reject any Power Politics

mediated messages. However, they did strongly accept two Neo-Isolationist

messac*es and one Cold War message. It is not surprising that Power-Poli-

tics Peorians would deviate from their vision with respect to the sale

f grain to Russia. Peorians do not want aricultural Products used as

strategic weapons; they want t6 sell their products to the highest bid-

der. Also, Peorians representing this factor-type can accomodate the

Neo-Isolationist hero which is an American that provides a model democracy

for the world to emulate if they so desire. Finally, the.Peorians in this

9
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.'actor-tyme accemt the Cold War interrretation of the lesson of 7ietnam,

which is that we ri,7-htfully tried tO stom the smread of co---rrrlis---1, but

acted indecisively.

A second factor-tyre accounting for an averaze of nearly 30 rer-

cent of the variance in Feorian's sorting tehavior across the two sam-

ples was Cold War. The view- of foreign policy mediated messages reflective

of persons who loaded highest on the Cold War tyme is reported in Table

Table III disnlays the fifteen messages most reflective of the view

of foreign affairs of the people l6ading hizhest on this factor and the

fifteen messages least reflective of the view of forei affairs of the

PeoPle loading highest on this factor.

Linsert Table III Hera

The Sorting behavior represented by the data in Table III illus.-
/

trates that this -factor type is accurately labeled Cold War. Three of

the four top-ranked messages in this typal array depict the dramatic

villain, dramatic' scene, and dramatic hero of the Cold War drama. These

messages read respectively: alf_Injor obstacle to world peace is still

the Communist ideology which is bent on world domination; and Today's

international scene is still a Cold War. It is a struzgle between the

free world and Communist domination. A struggle for the minds and hearts

of the -Peoples of the world. A struggle that we must not lose; and

America's major role in foreign affairs is to defend ourselves and the

free neonles of the world from Communist aggression.

Feorians loading on this factor stronzly defend the CIA. The

media message the Cold-War Feorians ranked second states: Onen attacks

on the CIA seriously harm America's capability for conducting a covert
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fighu against the smread of Cost 'T711= ,st-,-ucion of the ...

demoralizes the anti-cor,---11rist forces, threatens the freedom and inde-

ot'ner. couni-r-1.,s. and Endangers .Lreedom he__ at home.

Since the dramatic structure of the Cold War drama dericts the

international scene as a bi-Polar world with the U.S. as an activP, de-

fender against Communist expansion, it is not surmrising that Cold-Wer

Feorians reject the Neo-Isolationist drama and view isolationist mediated

messages antagonisticamr. For example, Peorians loading highest on the

Cold War factor rejected the messPc- for dismantling the CIA,

and rejected the view that America shoind sign a new Panamaniar Canal

Zone treaty bringing our troors home, thereby staying out of the affairs

of Panama. Indeed, the Peorians loading higheSt-on the Cold War tyme

felt so strongly about Panama that they also rejected the Power Politics

message that the U.S. should negotiate a new treaty in the best interests

of both parties. The fact that the Peorians strongly accepted the'Cold

War mediated message on Panama, and strongly rejected the Neo-Isolation-

ist and Power Politics mediated messages speaks to the strength of the

Panama issue and the intensity of the Cold War Position for the respond-

ents loading higheSt on this factor type. Another situation message.

stemming from the Neo-Isolationist drama that the Cold War tyPe rejected

was one pertaining to Angola. It reads: The.U.S. should stop fighting

on the side of oppression in places like An ola and instead provide a

model of democracy and decency. The U.S. should dramatize cur commit-

ment to African Anti-Colonialism by avoiding both overt and covert inter-

ventions fhto civil wars like Angola. Peorians participating in the Cold

War drama want the U.S, to maintain a world-wide commitment.

The data in Table III indicates that Peorians loading highest on
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th,2 Co7^ War .1='=cto-- tym= did not 7-7=w t"-_-2, =ow=.r Politics m...diated tes-

sages antagonistically. Nezotiation is often viewed as a holdin,;- actipn,

TH-1t2i-y rov-s of the

Power Politician as surmer=z their cause. F re2ctizn

to the IIATO troots, and ATMS Control issues as wel7 as ths lesson ef

Vietnam reflect adherence to the "stick" Power Politio6 Position. How-

ever, the Cold-War Peorians do deviate from the exteoted on the issue

cp7'' gr24r, in a m2r-_=r s$74,12-- t- 77eerian factor

retorted above. Once azain they accept rather stronaly the Neo-Tso12-

tionist messaz:e on grain. For=ic-7-1 72,-k=ts for gr2in 2pte2,- 70."

tant than grain as a negotiating tool or stratezic weamon.

It is immortant to note that the Cold War f2oto,--tyme is a rel'lect-

ed factor. Refl=cted reans th2t it w2s extracted with a nearly ecual num-

ber of persons correlating highly -Positively and hizhly negatively with

the essence of the factor. In the descrintion above, the positive de-

Diction is reported. Put it must be remembered-that other Peorians who

loaded highest on the factor rejected it and what it represented. Thus,

the Cold War drama is a Polarizing drama in Peoria, and Cold War mediated

messages, while creatinz intense feeling, may create as much repulsion

as they do acceptance in Peoria.

A tkiird factor type'accountinz for an average of about 15 percent

of the variance in Peorians' sorting behavior across the two samoles was

Neo-isolationism. The view of foreign policy mediated messages reflective

of tersons who loaded highest on the Nee-Isolationism tyPe is reported

in Table IV. Table IV. contains the fifteen messages most reflective of

the view of foreigi affairs of the people loading highest on this factor

'and the fifteen messages least reflective of the view of foreign affairs

1 2



of the'people loading highest on this T..ctor.

[Insert Table IV Here]

The sorting behavior representrrl ' 'ho '-ta in Table IV indi-

cates that this factor type is les 1 Neo-Isolationism, in

that the sorting behavior is not A.butable to a classical

isolationist position. -What we mean by this is that some Pwer Politics

and Cold War mediated messages are accepted by what is otherwise a Neoc,,:,

Isolationism type. Nevertheless, the Peorians loading highest on.this

tactor type do accent the dramatic scene and dramatic hero of Neo-Isola-

tionism and reject the dramatic heroes of both the Cold War and Power

Politics dramas.

A fourth factor type accounting for an average of only 10 percent

of the variance in Peorian's sorting behavior across'thetwo samples was

small but worth reporting.

(Insert Table V Her;

It is worth reporting because it doepot fit the typology under-

lying the foreign policy dramatistic matrix. There are two'possible in-

terpretations for the sorting behavior of people loading highest on this-

factor. Either our, research instrument did not test these people or

the dramatistic communication theory as represented by these three foreign

policy dramas cannot explain their behavior.. The instrument used in this

study demands a high level:of literaCy and an extended period of concen-
,,,

tration (approximately 45 minutes) that some subjects may not-have been
.

capable of with_respect to foreign policy-Mediated messages. On the other

hand, the Peorians in thidfactor may be sorting the messa es on foreign



policzifroma dramatic vision not encompassed by our typology. What-

ever the case,,Table I/a:resents the data ,for the factor type. Two

examples illustrate the difficulty in interpreting this factor. For

.one, it is difficult for us to understand how the three mediated mes-

sages on the CIA could all be reflective of one Irtewpoint, especially

since we had pre-tested them for their discrer-tn_ Also, the accepti-

ance and rejection of various mediated messages a-opears almost random

across the three foreign policy dramas.

The fifth and sicth factors in both factor solutions do not de-

serve an extended report. They did not account for much variance and

they are merely variations'of the previouslyreported factors of Power

Politics and Cold War., They differ from the reported factors only iA

the intensity and kind of foreign policy messages they reject.

Theoretigal Implications

Our theoretical ouestion guiding this résearch was: Do people

process foreign Policy mediated messages dramatistically? The data pro-

vides strong support for an affirmative answer. The factor solutions

for both samples clearly resemble the three dramas underlying the struc-

tured Q-deck data-matrix as the above explanation cf Tables II'and III

indicated. Furthermore, in terms of statistical verification it is im-

portant to point out that the Tubergen Quanal Program provides three

tests for the discreetness of the factor solutions. One is the use of

orthogonal rotation itself which means that the extracted factors are in-

dependent since the vectors in factor space are rotated at 90 degree angles.

Second, the program also computes Pearson Correlation Coefficients between

the factors within a solution. In our first sample of Peorians the
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correlation between the Power Politics factor and the Cold War factor

was .089 and in the second sample, .048. Finally, the program searches

for conqensus items, i.e., items that are viewed similarly across the

factor solution. There were no concensus messages in the first sample,

and only two in the second.

We took two samples of thirty Peorians primarily to assess the

invariance of the derive,1 The Principal Components Solution

extracted six factors i. __des, and both solutions accounted for

nearly equal nercentaaes of variance. Also, the major factor in both

studies was Power Politics, the second factor was Cold Wax, and the

third factor was Neo-Isolationism. We computed Spearman rho Coeffi-

cients on the rank-order z-scores in the typal arrays of the major fac-

tors and found positive correlations hovering around .65 between the

corresponding factors in both solutions: These are high correlations,

given the fact,that the computation is based on the rank-order variation
4

of the sixty messages. When one looks at the messages in terms of what

drama they represent there is an even better fit between the two solu-

tions. For example, the Power Politics factor in both samples can be

compared by a simple table that illustrates message placement on the

basis of dividing in hPlf the descending array of z-scores. The top

half includes accepted messages; the bottom half rejected. See Table

VI.

15



TABLE,VI

COMPARISON OF POWER:POLITICS FACTOR

Sample A Sample B
Factor I - Factor I

Accept Reject Accept Reject

P. P. 16 14.' (20) P. P. 15 5 (20)

C.W. 3 1 '7 C.W. L. (20)

N.I. 11 (20) N.I. 9 (20)

(30) (30) N=60 (30) (30) N=60

As Table VI indicates, bOth factor solutions reflect similar message dis-

tribUtion. In both 'solutions the vast MajoritY of the twenty PoWer Poli-

tics cards are accepted, while the'vast majority of r Td. War messages

are rejected.

However Tables IV anc V dfsplay data that rn dicate that

our three-par-, typology cannot account for all major n policy dramas.

Our Ne0-Isc)13nism:factor is not-as Coherent as one , ,LL expect and

our fourth faztor is simply not comprehensible when interpreted via our

typology. 13 It may be that more than three dramas could be indluded in

Our typology in order to explain the remaining variance in sorting be-.

havior.
\

n v?.lidating Our foreign Policy typology,Ve have necessarily

provid,a evidence that peolzle process messa e

There is a c-nse empirical fit between the major factors in both samples

and the tyDo V.. The factors representing the three foreign policy

4

dramas account for apuroximatelY 75'percent of the variance in sorting

16'
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behavior within each six factor solution. Closer examination of the

data prc7ides additional evidence that people process informatiqn drama-

tistically. In the Power Politics and Cold War factors in both solutions,

the mediated messages representing the dramatic structure of the dramas

took precedence over the situation and issue messages. Final1y, this

research appears to provide empirical confirmation that people frame

reality and cognitively assimilate events,in dramatistic form.

,hetorical Applications

The combination.of 3ormannis dramatistic Communication theory,

Stephenson's Q-scrt technique, and Tubergen's Quanal Program for Q-type

factor analysis has several applications to speech making. Through

this approach rl tor- cal messages :an be directly tested for their

-Persuasiveness. -w*dely used approaches suCh as semantic diff-r-

ential scales, ILL_ 7:c,,.1es, or single response polling-techniques

gather data about tirg--:td aUdiences, attiiudes, and beliefs without

testing the prim?..y re' ..tionship between the Message and the audience.

Thus, the data m- ,onverted to rhetorical messages and the messages

themselves remain lIntr,sted. The uossibility exists that the speech

writer's intuitiv- .alysis of such data will troduce 'messages that are

.not.related,to th H-Iic reality of the target, audience. Currently

the most popular y fc. correcting the disparity etwe4/1 the .sueech

writer'a reality audience's reality ris a trial-and-error methpd

such as the revising c' 'Ampaign speeches during the. primaries. However,

this approach risk: _ntegrity :1 the speaker for the rhetor can be

easily accused of f_ .:istency.

Although any :c=unication theory can be used for building

17
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structured Q-decks of rhetorical messages, this paper concerns itself

with the benefits_ of using Bormann's dramatistic.communication theory.

There are two direct applications.of this approach First, rhetorical

messages can be tested to determine how well they play, and second, a

factor analysis produces a composite picture resembling an effective

speech since the thematic ingredients are rank-ordered and compared across

dramas.

Our structUred Q-deck of three foreign policy dramas essentially

Provided three different dramatic interpretations of twenty pieces of

phenomena on foreign policy. Using the raw data derived from respondents'

sorting behavior, a speech writer can compare,different rhetoridal treat-

ments of the same phenomena. The data gathered in Peoria provides an

example of how such an analysis might proceed. Table VII displays six

of the twenty items-from our 3 X 20 matrix.

[insert Table VII Here]

An analysis of the table quickly reveals a number of ideas that

would-be valuable for a speech writer who is preparing a candidate's speech

on foreign policy for delivery before a Peorian audience. For example,

the speech writer would not want to,depict the CIA as an immoral agency

that should have its covert powers stripped away (Neo-Isolationism, +3,

-12) bUt should take the position that a covert redponse stands between

a do-nothing Policy and nuclear oonfrontation and thus is a necessary

part of our diplomacy (Power Polities, +7, -1). However, the speech

creator could identify with the Neo-Isolationism hero of the U.S. as a

moral model of democracy (+10, -1) at an idealistic level and still argue

the practical,Power POlitician heroic role of providing world stability

18
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through the diplomatic success of its statesmen (+15, -2). A similar

analysis could proceed wi-ft regard to dramatic situatiOns and dramatic

issues; The speech writer iould avoid the Neo-Isolationist dramatiza-

tion of Panama (+1, -12), while strongly emphasizing the Power Politics

depiction of the Middle East (+9, -.1). The speech designer would not

desCribe American grain as a strategic weapon (Power Politics, +1,,-11),

but ould accentuate our negotiated posture with respect to arms cc--

trol (Power Polit_cs, +10, -1). Finally, on these six items, the speech

writer Would a Pid the Cold War dramatic interpretation of American for-
\,

eign policy because of the polarizing reactions that 'are in evidence.
\\

Although the ra..;: data analysis of the Q-sort responses provides

a speech writer with a means for avoiding Mistakes on specific themes,

. it doesn't enable an aSsessment of haw the specific themes' are arranged

within a drama or the overall configuration of competing dramas. The

.combination of .$tephenzon's Q-technique with Tubergen's Quanal program

for factor analysis proviles the means to such an'assessment.
el

We felt that the _est way to demonstrate the second application

of this approach to speecll making was to write a speech that is essentially

created .from the computer printouts that the Weighted Rotational-Analyti-

cal Procedure of the Quanalsprogram provides. The WR:=4;1° phase of this
\

program arrayed the sixty me sages on the basis of z-sCores from most

accepted to most rejected for each of the factors. In addition it used
,

z-scOre differences to compare individual message's ac=oss the factors for

their sfmilarities and differences.

Since we were trying to build a foreign policy speech that would

please ohe,most and offend the least, w\\e took the messages appearing in

the dominant vision receiving the higha-st'z-scores and combined them with

1 9



the messages scoring hAgh in the other factors of Cold War and Neo-

Isolationism, but not strongly rejected by the Pbwer Politics drama.

The computer-derived speech cOntained in Table VIII is pre-

sented to show the utility of building the rhetorical messages into

the audience analysis instrument. In this case we simply "glued to-

"gether" the successful messages as indicated by the n ' or anal-

ysis and WFAP --hase of thf Quanal program. Since the elements of this

speeh have a:ready been pre-tested for their acceptance by the targeted

audience (Pecrians), via the construct validated factor analysis, it

is reasonable to assume that the derived speech would also be success-

ful if presented to that aud_nce.

!Inze-ft Table VII: Here]

Conclusions

The use of'a message-ce.ntered dramatic communication theory in

conjunction with Q-sort technice and factor analysis allowed us to build

and test a message-centered fo:Agn policy inventory that contained three

dramatic iinerpretations of U.S. irrolvement in,foreign affairs: Cold

War, Power Pciitics,\and Neo-Isolationism. The inVentory contained

mediated messages for each of twenty foreign policy items across the

three irAmas, producing a sixty message structured Q-matrix. The media-

ted messages came from an analysis of 150 articles on U.S. foreign af-

fairs listed in mlae Reader's 3uide for the meriod January to July, 1976.

The C-deck was administered to two sets of thirty Peorians and the data

obta.ed was con..7truct validated via Q-tyme factor analysis to determine

what foreign =olizy mediated messages Played in Peori2.

The Power PoLitics --zhe most accepted rhetorical vision

;-
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in Febria. Cold War was a close second, but it appeared to polarize

Peorians. Neo-Isolationism was a distant third. The most accepted

foreJn policy meliated messages raght oe said.to be nomewhere between

a hard Power Politi.cs and soft Cold War position.

Theoretically, yes prov_dez empiricai rifian

not only for the typology of foreign policy dramas, but for Bormann's

dramatistic communication the_ry. It appears that the utility of Bor-

mann's theory of rhetorical &Des beyoL_ its use as a descriptive

schemata for critiquing rhetorical communicazion. It may provide us

with a wh7,- explanation of communication nhencmena that predictive...'
This research grounds the dramatistic concepts. Subsequent research

might work toward prediction..

Pragmatically, the design Used in this study indicates that

rhetorical messages may be tested for their persuasiveness, producing

a direct relationship between message production and audience analysis,

without risking the credibility of a speaker.

Also, the study demonstrates the utility of'using a Q-type fac-

tor analysis of dramatic themes as a means for writing pre-tested-drama-

tistic speeches.
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LICY MESSAr"S;

_2111ENTS (ROWS)

Neo-Isciationism Power Politics

D

Dramatic Scene la lb lc
a

m Hero Persona 2a 2b 2c
a
t Villain Persona 3a 3h 3c
i

c Main Actors

S " U.S. Self-Image 4a 413

t
1.

Russia 5a 5b 5C
u
c. Supporting Players

1

t

u Kissinger _ 6a 6b 6c
r

e CIA ,. 7a 710 7c

Africa 8a 8b 8c
S. ,

i Angola 9a 9b 9c
t

u China 10a 10b 10c
a
t Latin America lla lib 11c
i ,

o Mid-East 12a 12b 12c
1

n
Panama 13a 13b . 13c

Vietnam Lesson 14a '.14b 14c

Arms Control 15a 15b .15c

I Detente.
s'

16a 16b 16c

Grain 17a 17b 17C

Intervention 18a 8b 18c

NATO Troops 19a 19c

Terrorists 20a 20b 20c

2 2
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TABLE II

FACTOR TYPE 1
POWER POLITICS DRAMA

a

a

r.

u*

a

ACCEPTED MESSAGES (RANKED 1-15)

Cold War

Plotline

Dramatic Scene

REJECTED MESSAGES (RANKED 46-6o)

Neo-Isolationism Power Politics

1

Hero Persona 55 7 , 2

Villain Persona 10

Main Actors

U.S. Self-Image 51 46

Russia

Supporting Players

Kissinger 59 '54 12

CIA 48

Africa 52

Angola

China 56 13

Latin Ameriaa 9

Mid=East 47 4

Panama 50 8

Vietnam Lesson 15

Arms Control 57 5

Detente 60 3

Grain 58

Intarvention 53

NAT: Troops

Ter=rists 49

2 3
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TABLE III

FACTOR TYPE 2

COLD WAR DRAMA

a

in

a
't

c

c

a

s

ACCEPTED MESSAGES (RANKED 1-15)

Cold War

Plotline

Dramatic Scene 3

REJECTED MESSAGES (RANKED 46-6o)

.Neo-Isolationism Power Politics

Hero Persona 4

Villain Persona 1

Main Actors

U.S. Self-Image 48

Russia 10 55

Supporting Players

Kissinger

CIA

Africa 49

Angola 11 57

China 52

Latin America

Mid-East 51

Panama 5 59 50.

VietnaM Les/son 8 13

Axms Controi 15 53

Detente/

Grain 7 58

Intervention 46

NATO Troops 47 56 14

'Terrorists 6

2 4
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Plotline
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a
in Hero Persona
a

Villain Persona

Main Actors

a
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TABLE IV

FACTOR TYPE 3,
NEO-ISOLATIONISM DRAMA

(RANKED 1-15) REJECTED MESSAGES (RANKED 46-60

Cold War Neo-Isolationism Power Politics.

1

659

U.S. Self-Image 52_

Russia 12

Supporting Players

Kissinger

CIA

51 13

Africa

Angola

China

55

Latin America 58

5
s

Midlast 7 53

Panama 15

Vietnam Lesson 4.8

Arms Control 56

-Detente , 57 2

Grain 51+ 3 60

Intervention

NATO Troops

Terrorists 9

2 5



ACCEPTED MESSAGES

Plotline

,r Dramatic Scene
a

in Hero Persona
a

Villain Persona

c Main Actors
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TABLE V .

FACTOR TYPE 4
UNKNOWN DRAMA

(RANKED 1-15) REJECTED MESSAGES (RANKED 46-60)

Cold War Neo-Isolationism Power Politics

1

2

53 L.

U.S. Self-Lnage

Russia

c Supporting Players'

Kissinger

CIA

a

n.

49

9

57 58

6 II

Africa

Anecola

China

Latin America

14 13

10

3 59

Mid-East

Panama 47

Vietnam Lesson 5

Arms Control 5b, 46

Detente 55 51

Grain 56

Intervention 6o ` 5o 15

NATO Troops 52

Terrorists

2 6
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TA.BLE VII

FREQUENCY OF M.r..SAGE PLACEMM:
-RAW DATA TEST FOR SALIENCY* N = 60 RESPONDENTS

Dramatic Structure

Cold War Neo-Isolationism Power POlitics

Hero Persona + 8, - 6 +10, - 1 +15, - 2

CIA +10, - 7 4- 3, -12 + 7, - 1

Dramatic Situation

Mid-East

?ma

+ 6,

+ 6,

- 6

- 6

+ 3,

+ 1,

- 4

-12

+ 9,

+ 4,

-

- 7

Dramatic Issue

Arms Control 5, 8 2, - 7 +10, - 1

Grain + 4, -10 + 9, - 2 1, -11

*Saliency determined by extreme ranking in top
0

two cells (N = 5) or bottom two cells (N = 5)

of nine-celled distribution of 60 messages.

- numbers for times rejected

+ numbers for times accepted

2 7
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TABLE VIII

CCZTUTER-Dauvm FORaGN POLICY SP=CH

I'd like to take this opportunity here in Peoria to set forth

clearly and specifically my position on foreign policy. In order to do

that I'd first 1ike to explain haw T see the world today and indicate

to you what I believe America's role in world politics should be. First

of all let me say that the U.S. is not a failure. For 200 years we have

Provided the world, through the great experience of democracy, a model--

a model that the world is free to f_llow, but one that we will not im-

pose. Ideally, we would prefer mereLy to be this model. Unfortunately,

the Pragmatic realities of the international scene force us to play

other roles.

The international scene today is highly complex. In some ways

it is still a struggle between the'free world and communism. For despite

all claims to the contrary, Russia is still a communist state. But,

1976 is not 1956. Russia has acauired nuclear and conventional military

parity with us--and China and the Middle East make all dealings with the

Russians more difficult. Therefore, in the day-to-day affairs of world

politics, we must strive to manage and stabilize aur relationships with

other major powers. In a nuclear age we cannot escape the responsibility

to build a safe future through wise diplomacy.

Now please do not misunderstand me. A policy of detente with the

Soviet Union does not mean that we're 'Uncle Sucker." I recognize that

it's foolhardy to unilaterally disarm, but I also know that it's easy

to talk in a mock and tough way and run the risk of war. Neither response

reflects my position. Detent- me^, me of affairs.marked by

the absence of significan-
,

cculd 1,,:tad the U.S. and Russia'
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VIII (con7.,inued)

.tc nuclear conf-2:'. Detente does not mean that all ::.fferences

be resolved _ssia will not attempt to expand he: influ-

It does meL s-,ceful co-existence is the only ratirmal

:native.

I don't Lnt==.: 'lip-flop" on any foreign Policy issues. Nor

dc I intend to smee generalities. I came here to talk speci-

fically about AmerL 1 policy and that's what I mean to do.

P;''st of all, the Vietnam. The lesson of Vietnam is one of

indecision. The U._ t wrong.in the purpose for which we fought.

While South Vietnam totally a free government, they still enjoyed

more liberty than any aist regime in Eastern Europe allows. Our

mistake was in not mc cisively whenwe first militarily intervened

to discourage furtheI list aggression in that country.

Which brings 7..he issue of possible future. U,S, interven-

tions. I believe :vention is a diplomatic tool tha: is needed

even if it is only -L to maintain a balanced internaticnal scene.

Intervention is nc -wrong. But, it may be used rightly or

wrongly.

Of course, t talk about intervention without talking

about the CIA. I dc _ believe that we should dismantle the CIA, for

many times it is the CI:1:s covert capability that stands between a do-

nothing policy and nuclear confrontation. I oppose unnecessary secrecy,

but I believe in a strong national defense. And Unfortunately, in

today's world, the CIA is needed.

There has been a lot of taik about Europe in this campaign.

Let me again-state !- The NATO alliance and the "trip-wire"

2 9.
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:ABLE V11 (com-,imued)

trese- 2 _-_-77ican troops- stationed in -.I.lermany ao important -pa= of

Ameri-2 It wail foo:ir,h to thdraw trc-cs

from t2. of EUTO7 4' Llegotia-Ang a : 'I: : withd_ra-cia

of Russia__ -:1'71. from East-.,rn D2L

East is again 2:L. a mo-war, no-peac ta_emate ara

is like::: ri ,ain so for some time. Stet-by-sten aa.cy, 7.-.7eating

all r---77 an even hamd, iE -2ne only :_eans for tntainio72 a

on the Middle Eas7

:ed States mast ground its China poli: in morality.

We sh- w: oo improve or relationships with her. 7h-- 7)eop1e's

Reput: of la is a sovereign state, but we must n t forget to

s-22p=2- -uo _ 7, The Re-sublic of China, on Tai-,ran. : believe both

g-vc c_ learn to live with he reality of eat_ o-2ner.

:n a, a opecific American presence is necessary if we are

to Dr - 2er communist inroads and a tarnishing of America's

inf: awakening continent. The com=unists snould know that

we are TYL to come to the defense of sovereign nations and the.

Afr os u.. know that we stand ready to help them .7-2-.gotiate ,a peace

amon-- t27es;

larn America, we should avoid "big stick" tactics, but we

shcd 7-2 k cur heads in the sand to what's going on down there.

With :espe. : ?anama,.the U.S. neither aWns nor has sovereignty over

the Canal Eat, Panama granted us rights by a 1903 treaty. We

should re-7-- 7 te a new treaty t2:at Protects Amerioa's vital intereSts

in

Or -7,ts, my Position lrr Tnt- .-tional terrorism,



TABLE 7,71: (cintinueS

such as ._ngs is :...:7_1.7.rable. U.S. sho-id

not put s. :1 cormiit7led 7 meet s whenever

and where-rer the at cc;._ar. I will go to the :Tations and.

an international terrorism

I should Peoria -.wit:scut stating D-sinion on gra

sa.72s. P-!-rst 1717 r k t'ne emrargoing of fc immoral ga

the star-v-ing world. 5e-comd, wt --e sell o-r do :.3

sell -=ain -so .t alter :lel tehavicr Lr.tel-nat-1:nal .._rs.

Russia shouL-3 price raii just anycne

As I ST. . -peninz r the U. L.. not, 2 cr.':

giant. We have nc-t ..nfidence :7'7: are a

cratic nation -.7.12.at, .;-y- a ma;_fn- rc__ le2c Th inte: Ttorial

affairs. I agree tha.7, nry is base

realistic . f how to main-L__ wori cL. ier and ze:-. ..e.
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Cold War 191-L6-1972"

-mesis, University of 1..

selected Peo:21a =:-

.:Jemota, :772).

cite for both por.:

zampl4 1.-i.c.tns. Since the of -n-bdelle, tMe :,re- :7 "How

does ir rL..yiii Peoria?" bas ts mean that ff. am _7 lEyed

well Pemria, is would mlay aa., the Watera- gave

this ermrersion tsTitical :n mar.L.et researon, th: -=)tor.

also has hsid true since 2eoria is mii.-estern test mar? i:r several

national cornorations.

7 The use zf a structure:, C,--mazrix as a means t mdac:, : a

theory- -rias been established by EterSenson, The Study of and

by Jake Block in The Q-Sort Method in 7,Jer3onality Assessma= amd

chiatrio Research (Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas,

8 For a more extended depiction of the attributes of tMee

visfon . see Crslgan, Cold War Rhetorical Vision," -7s. II and III.

9 Items were tested for int=nal consistency '1_7__LL ccicih vfsion

generall7 follzwing the 7.:rocedure (=Lined by Block ir. The 'ethoi.

Basic- -procedure consists of sfLnl. exioerts in t. (in

this :_se;molitical con-ninication foreign rolicy) co sor cc s0-

item sr into tnree,-staob:s tham moc ,i-,Ioond to the threE tsar. This

procedui a aL:rwed us to ientif7,7 sevral messages that were no. :iircreet

across -7-Isic-s. These cards wsre re-dtten until they -are :astently.

sorted a.: part of the applicable drama_
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fre 1976 Camma.-1. , the terms

ana "--,TaffL__ng" were u.sed tc d:r the i:Iccmtiste:: _Les arf_cfng from

ex-aerfmer.7,ation.


